FOOTNOTE/ENDNOTE SAMPLES
(Chicago Manual of Style, Turabian 5th Edition)

BOOK -- ONE AUTHOR

BOOK -- TWO AUTHORS
2 Theodore Caplow and Howard M. Bahr, Middletown Families: Fifty Years of Change and Continuity (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1982), 112-113.

BOOK -- THREE OR MORE AUTHORS

BOOK -- NO NAMED AUTHOR

BOOK -- EDITED (ONE EDITOR)

BOOK -- EDITED (TWO EDITORS)

BOOK -- EDITED (THREE OR MORE EDITORS)

BOOK -- TRANSLATED AND/OR EDITED EDITION

BOOK -- CORPORATE AUTHOR

ARTICLE -- IN COLLECTION (ONE EDITOR)

ARTICLE -- IN COLLECTION (MULTIPLE EDITORS)

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN JOURNAL WITH CONTINUOUS PAGES

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN JOURNAL WITH NUMBERED ISSUES

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN NEWSPAPER OR PERIODICAL

ARTICLE -- UNSIGNED IN NEWSPAPER OR PERIODICAL

ARTICLE -- UNSIGNED IN REFERENCE BOOK

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN REFERENCE BOOK

DISSERTATION -- UNPUBLISHED

SCHOLARLY PAPER -- UNPUBLISHED

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

WORLD WIDE WEB -- SOURCE ON-LINE

FILMS -- INCLUDE WRITERS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

RECORDINGS -- INCLUDE CONDUCTORS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

TV AND RADIO -- INCLUDE WRITERS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

INTERVIEW

FOOTNOTE CITATION TECHNIQUE
First mention of work must be a full and complete entry........See 1 above.
Second mention in same work with no intervening entries: 2 Ibid., 61.
Second or later mention in same work with intervening entries: 26 Levy, 101.
Later mention, more than 1 work by author, abbreviate title: 27 Levy, Dollars and Dreams, 101.
BIBLIOGRAPHY SAMPLES
(Chicago Manual of Style, Turabian 5th Edition)

BOOK -- ONE AUTHOR

BOOK -- TWO AUTHORS

BOOK -- THREE OR MORE AUTHORS

BOOK -- NO NAMED AUTHOR

BOOK -- EDITED (ONE EDITOR)

BOOK -- EDITED (TWO EDITORS)

BOOK -- EDITED (THREE OR MORE EDITORS)

BOOK -- TRANSLATED AND/OR EDITED EDITION

BOOK -- CORPORATE AUTHOR

ARTICLE -- IN COLLECTION (ONE EDITOR)

ARTICLE -- IN COLLECTION (MULTIPLE EDITORS)

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN JOURNAL WITH CONTINUOUS PAGES

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN NEWSPAPER OR PERIODICAL

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN JOURNAL WITH NUMBERED ISSUES

ARTICLE -- SIGNED IN JOURNAL WITH NUMBERED ISSUES

D ISSERTATION -- UNPUBLISHED

SCHOLARLY PAPER -- UNPUBLISHED

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

WORLD WIDE WEB -- SOURCE ON-LINE

FILMS -- INCLUDE WRITERS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

RECORDINGS -- INCLUDE CONDUCTORS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

TV AND RADIO -- INCLUDE WRITERS, OTHERS AS PERTINENT

WORLD WIDE WEB -- SOURCE ON-LINE

BIBLE
Psalm 23: 4-6.